Pipe Convert Ends Agonizing Tobacco Hunt

New York, N. Y.
Larry & Reu. Co.
E. Richmond, Va.
V. Crenshaw

I started smoking on occasion, but after meeting a young lady for whom I had a fancy, I was compelled to purchase cigarettes. There were many different kinds of tobacco on the market, but I finally decided on a brand of cigarettes that was advertised as being the best for smoking. However, I was not satisfied with the taste of the cigarettes, and I decided to stop smoking altogether.

ENDLESS DEATH

New York, N. Y.

June 10, 1924

Lyon & Co.

Mr. Olken was merely the spokesman at that meeting in Huntington. The chairman, quite sober, proceeded to the matter of elections. However, after a few minutes of silence, the chairman suggested that the meeting close without taking any action.
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Calendared

Friday, May 17

4:15—Annual Inspection, R. 0. C. G. Camp Field.
4:30—Baseball vs. Sophomores, Tech Field.
Saturday, May 18

3:00—Lacrosse, M. I. T. vs. R. C. U. at B. U. Field.
Track Meet, M. I. T. vs. Holy Cross at Holy Cross Field.
Golf at Cambridge.

Tennis, M. I. J. T. A. at Midwood.

LIMELIGHT ISSUE OF VOO DOO OUT TODAY

(Continued from Page 2)

had features of the issue. Can't a student monthly get along without the "LIMELIGHT"? How about calling in a parental puff? The reply would like to be seen.

"Paul Revere Broadcasting with One Flip" is one of the best jokes in the issue and sympathy is hereby extended to anyone who doesn't understand it. All through the issue are subtle jokes that are excellent. It can be hoped that Missoulian doesn't see the future of his chortles or the possible outcome of some of the reflections on the society. A joke about Club Life at Technology, while not an original idea, is well executed. "Little Backpack with Sublime Technology Puns" Forbes makes a laugh, but for the benefit of the people of the Rivertown it would have been much better if Harford B. Liddell's comment had read: "Every Technology student should stuff a LITTLE love line with his daily work."

NOTICE

All who have colored special place for the "LIMELIGHT"! Doinker may get them now at the offices in Wall.

AID TO STRETCH THE BUDGET

There is a charge of $0.05 per photograph. Photostats will be available.

AFTER THE SHOW

When you crave a midnight supper,

on the way home, stop at

ESPLANADE CAFETERIA

MARS, AVE. AT BEACON

High Grade

Wine

 Koblenz Cafeteria

1594 Main Ave, Room 440-442

CALIF. (Near Market)

RAMONA CAFE

Formerly of 52 Noam. Ave. and 16th St.

Management of Joe Arthur

1482 Bayliss St. Rochester, N.Y.
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Merchants

Specialists in
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Immediately, the defeated engineers row from their oar and fall out of the half, leaving the foul of battles for the chairmanship of the entertainment committee to the architecture, who finished on the meeting in their own

Tunes full upon the Cambrige

In the attempt to shake the half-wakeful rowers, the chair the are suddenly disowned them after the last instant revolution at Rogers.

At the request of the Rogers branch is being directed from the en-

the regular design projects presented to the Boston Society of Architects and Boston Architecture Club Exhibitions of some of the best designs in the student work of the past year. Models of offices, all with buildings in Boston attract the greatest number, but there are on display several excellent examples of rendering, which are as eight wonders of the world to the freshmen designer. Render-

for the benefit of engineers, is the science of constructing a building upon a stock plan in order to look like it

DINE
dance

Rainbow Gardens

Excellent Food

Music—Fun

VICTOR F. PINI, Mgr.

Al Olympics

(Boston-Providence State Road)

Tel. Wanpape 501

One Dollar Minimum

GOLDEN, Colorado

ENGINEERING SUMMER SCHOOL OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION

Basic engineering courses in Chemistry, Physics, English and Design. Also Astrology, Geology, Analytical Mechanics, Geology. Subjects of Chemistry, Physics, Advanced Algebra and Solid Geometry offered for special credits in dramatic courses.
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